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Israeli Military Support to Syria Al Qaeda Terrorists,
Operating out of the Golan Heights

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky and Cem Ertür
Global Research, February 19, 2014

The Jerusalem Post has reported on Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu’s visit to the IDF
field hospital in the occupied Golan heights.

This  hospital  was  set  up  to  treat  wounded  Al  Nusrah  mercenaries,  who  are  directly
supported by the Israeli military operating out of the Golan Heights.  The JP acknowledges
that the hospital is being used to support the jihadist insurgency.

Netanyahu referred to the Hospital as the place which  “separates the good in the world
from the evil in the world.”

“The good”,  according to Netanyahu “is Israel”,  which in a bitter irony wholeheartedly
supports the Al Qaeda “freedom fighters” in Syria;  “the bad” refers to Iran which supports
Bashar Al Assad.

The good, the prime minister said, is Israel, which “saves lives from the daily
slaughter taking place in Syria. This is the true face of Israel.”

The  evil,  he  continued,  is  Iran,  which  is  arming  those  carrying  out  the
slaughter. (Jerusalem Post, February 19, 2014)

While the IDF field hospital was established to support Al Qaeda in an operation coordinated
by IDF Special Forces, Netanyahu casually accuses Iran for  “its support of terrorist groups
around the world”. (JP, February 19, 2014)

The IDF top brass  tacitly  acknowledges that   “global  jihad elements  inside Syria”  are
supported by Israel.

Netanyahu toured the Golan Heights with Defense Minister Moshe Ya’alon and
IDF Chief of Staff Lt.-Gen. Benny Gantz.

At a lookout point overlooking the Syrian border, OC Northern Command Maj.-
Gen. Yair Golan briefed Netanyahu on the presence of global jihad elements
inside Syria, as well as on the work being done to fortify the Israeli-Syrian
border fence. (Ibid)
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Heights’ border with Syria, 18 February 2014″ (emphasis added)
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